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casting 

static_cast<type>(value) – converts type compatible values: 

double pi = 3.1415; 
int i = static_cast<int>(pi); // i == 3 

Static casts are not always safe: 

ClassA * pa = new ClassA(); 
void * pv = pa; 
ClassB * pb = static_cast<ClassB *>(pa); 
pb->SomeFunc(); // maybe BOOM 

dynamic_cast<type>(value) – performs a runtime check (implying 
some overhead) and returns 0 if the cast is incompatible. Throws an 
exception if used to cast a reference. In this example ClassB is a 
subclass of ClassA: 

ClassA * pa = new ClassA(); 
void * pv = pa; 
ClassB * pb = dynamic_cast<ClassB *>(pa); 
if (pb != 0) 
  pb->SomeFunc(); // works 

const_cast<type>(value) – casts away “constness”. Almost always a 
really bad idea: 

const ClassA * pa; // can’t change members in *pa 
pa->m = 100; // error at compile 
const_cast<ClassA *>(pa)->m = 200 // compiles  

reinterpret_cast<type>(value) – forces a blind cast of bits in memory. 
Dangerous and should be avoided in favor of the casts above: 

ClassA * pa = reinterpret_cast<ClassA *>(0x1234); 
pa->m = 100; // very bad idea 

declarations + signatures to know 

const char * p – p can be changed but the character pointed to by p 
cannot be changed. 

char * const p – p can’t be changed but the char pointed to by p can. 

X(X const &) – the copy constructor for class X. This also gets invoked 
when you pass an X by value. 

X& operator=(const X&) – the assignment operator for class X. 

void f() const – declaring f() this way in a class promises that calling f() 
will not change any data members in the object. 

explicit X(int n) – declaring a constructor for class X as “explicit” will 
disallow implicit type casts: “new X(2)” is OK; “X x = 2” is not. 

X& operator-() – unary operator overloading for class X. 

X& operator++() – declares pre-increment (++x). 

X operator++(int) – declares post-increment (x++).  

X operator+(int) – the addition operator for X (in this case, adding an 
int to X). This allows “x + 1”; if you want to also allow “1 + x” you need 
to use a friend function: “friend X operator+(int, const X &)” and 
define the function outside the class. About the only good reason for a 
friend function. 

ClassA a; – creates a ClassA object on stack. 

ClassA * pa = new A(); – creates a ClassA object in the heap (prob). 

ClassA a[5];  – creates an array of 5 ClassA objects on stack. 

X *p x = new X[7] – creates an array of 7 X object in the heap. 

delete pa; – frees object in heap (and runs destructor). 

delete [] pa; – frees an array of objects in the heap and runs 
destructor for each of them. Don’t use normal “delete pa” on an array. 

class access + inheritance 

private:  members can only be accessed by member functions of this 
class or friend functions. 

protected: members can only be accessed by member functions, 
member functions in derived classes or friend functions. 

public: wide open, accessible by anyone. 

class A : public B – Class A “is-a” B. Public stuff in B is public in A, 
protected stuff in B is protected in A. 

class A : private B – Class A “has-a” or “is-implemented-in-terms-of” B. 
Containment (A contains a pointer to a B) is generally preferred to 
private inheritance. Public and protected parts of B are private in A. 

class A : protected B – Like private inheritance but allows subclasses of 
A to see the relationship. Public and protected parts of B are protected 
in A. Not used very often. 

If A inherits from B using “private” or “protected” but you want a 
public member of B to be public in A, add “using B::f” to class A. 

object oriented programming 

Principles of objected oriented programming: 

 Inheritance 
 Encapsulation (data hiding) 

 Abstraction 

 Polymorphism (figuring out appropriate function to call during 
runtime) 

virtual void f()  – subclasses can override the implementation of 
member function f(). If A is a subclass of B, and A overrides virtual 
function f() and non-virtual function g() from B: 

A a; 
B * pb = dynamic_cast<B *>(&a); 
pb->f();  // calls A’s version of f() 
pb->g();  // calls B’s function of g() 

virtual void f() = 0 – a pure virtual function which must be overridden 
by a subclass.  

templates 

Templates allow multiple versions of code to be automatically created 
for a specified type. 

template <typename T> // or “<class T>” 
T max(T x, T y) 
{ 
  if (x < y) return y; 
 return x; 
} 
int a = 10, b = 15; 
int c = max(a, b); // creates max for ints 

Used for classes, too: 

template <class T>  
class X  
{ 
 X(T t); // constructor for the class 
}; 
// definition of the constructor: 
template <class T> X<T>::X(T t) { } 
X<int> x(3); // object of template for int 

Templates can also have default parameters: 

template <class T, class W=T, int n=0> 


